
THE DESK
THAT FITS YOU

@ergondesk · ergondesk.com

Be collaborative.
Be dynamic.
Be e ient.

Get Ergonized.



WHY ERGON DESK

1.
TAKES CARE

OF YOUR HEALTH

2.
IMPROVES YOUR
CONCENTRATION

Benefits for the user

1.
INCREASES

TALENT RETENTION

2.
REDUCES

ABSENTEEISM

Benefits for the company

HIGHER PERSONALISATION
With its integrated App, Ergon Desk learns from
the user working habits and recommends posture
changes from sitting to standing positions. 

HEALTHIER
The center of the Ergon Desk is the user, 
surrounded by the desktop 180º, which adapts 
ergonomically to its work posture.
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According to experts, 
sit-stand desks are the best 
solution for keeping oursel-
ves moving most part of the 

day. (*1)

MOVEMENTSEDENTARISM

THE PROBLEM THE SOLUTION

HEALTH IMPROVEMENT

Associated
diseases

“Modern life habits that imply
sitting for long hours and doing

little physical activity”

Chronic diseases 
associated to 

sedentarism accor- 
ding to experts 

studies. (*1)

35

Annual cost
per individual

Average cost per 
employee of the 
productivity loss 

asociated to 
sedentarism. (*2)

458€

Time spent
per day

Time (in average) 
that we spend 

sitting, between 
transport, work 

and leisure.

7,7h
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THE ERGON DESK

1. High quality desktop
It comes in two versions: high quality
melamine and high resistence phenolic
compact board (only for visionare).

2. Ergo-cushion
Forearms rest curve design, with foam
cushion, for an ergonomic posture of the
upper body on the desktop.

3. Perimetral structure
Customizable with vinilic designs,
it accomodates two drawers as an extra.

5. Connectivity hub
Includes three power sockets, ethernet
and USB power sockets.

6. Bluetooth control
For manual and automatic controls of the
desktop height, with Bluetooth connectivity 
to the mobile App.

4. Actuated legs
Three pieces high quality adjustable legs,
guaranteeing great stability. They house an
electric motor that regulates the desktop
height from 26 to 49 inches.

1.

3.

2.

4.

5.

6.

Height-adjustable Original workstation
63”x35” workstation. Melamine finish
Soft White. Light Grey ergo-cushion
Extras: Prisma hub. CPU bracket



PERSONAL
RECOMMENDATIONS

Ergon Desk integrates a mobile App that helps 
the user standing at least 25% of the working 
hours, burning 300 extra calories per day, while 
improving life quality.

Our App uses the height, 
weight and age data of the 
user in order to personalize 
sitting and standing heights 
for him.

Introduce 
personal info

Follow recom-
mendations

Check past 
days statistics

Based on the user habits, 
the Ergon Desk smart 
technology recommends 
posture changes through 
push notifications.

In addition, our App 
storages the last five days 
statistics so the user can 
check how far he is from 
achieving his goals.

Sit down for 45min
your pre-set sitting height is: 

31”

OUR SMART APP



TEAM DISTRIBUTIONS

Double-bench Original with service desks (4+2)
55”x35” workstations. Melamine finish
71”x35” service desks. Melamine finish
Soft White. Light Grey ergo-cushions

Extras: Prisma Hubs, dividers



MODELS

                         

BENCH DISPOSITIONS

FLAT
Flat model

W  31”  D 55”  63”  71” H  26”  49”

ORIGINAL
Original workstation
(Available in melamine and PCB)

W35”  D 55”  63”  71” H 31”

VISIONARE
Visionare workstation
(Available in melamine and PCB)

W35”  D 55”  63”  71” H 26”  49”

 D 55”  63”  71” H 26”  49”  D 112”  128”  144” H 26”  49”

W45”  D 55”  63” H 31”

W45”  D 55”  63” H 26”  49”

VISIONARE TILT
Visionare workstation with tilting desktop
(Available in melamine and PCB)

W45”  D 55”  63” H 26”  49” T 0º  25º

W  73”       

                         

Bench Original
(Available in melamine)

W  73”      

          

Double-bench Original
(Available in melamine)

W
  
73”  D

 
203”

     
H 

 
26”  49”

                         

Double-bench Original with service desks
(Available in melamine)

W
D
H
T

Width
Depth
Height
Tilt



ORIGINAL VISIONAREFLAT

Shipment is made in a palet per six-pack. In the case of 
benches or a number of units per order, groupings are 
made taking in consideration freight weight.

PERSONAL / Packages: 1

Dimensions: 
W70” x D37” x H8”

Weight (palet incl.): 198lb

Feet with round levelers
Wheeled feet (extra)

First quality sit-stand 
actuated legs

Personal mobile App
(extra)

Feet with round levelers
Wheeled feet optional

Customizable (vinyl) 
perimeter structure

First quality sit-stand 
actuated legs

Integrated personal
mobile App

Feet with round levelers
Wheeled feet optional

Customizable (vinyl) 
perimeter structure

First quality sit-stand 
actuated legs

Integrated personal
mobile App

Adaptive actuated
tilt desktop (tilt version)

2 integrated
personal drawers

Desktop

Ergo-cushion

Structure and feet

Actuated legs

High density 25mm melamine desktop, phenolic edges.
Available in 12mm phenolic compact board with integrated ergo-cushion.
 
Artifitial leather finish with ergonomic soft foam core, on top of a high density
hard tablet.

Laser-cut metal plate and tube, power painted. Vinyl optional customization 
with corporative design or ergon series design (see website).

Extruded recyclable aluminum, power painted. Electric actuator inside.
Electric cables and PVC joints.

COMPONENT MATERIAL

Structure

Soft White

Table top

Oak

Anthracite Black

Soft White Graphite Black Dark Walnut

Desktop

Ergo-cushion

Structure and feet

Actuated legs

High density 25mm melamine desktop, phenolic edges.
Available in 12mm phenolic compact board with integrated ergo-cushion.

Artifitial leather finish with ergonomic soft foam core, on top of a high density
hard tablet.

Laser-cut metal plate and tube, power painted. Vinyl optional customization 
with corporative design or ergon series design (see website).

Extruded recyclable aluminum, power painted. Electric actuator inside.
Electric cables and PVC joints.

COMPONENT MATERIAL

FINISHES

FEATURES

LIST OF MATERIALS

BENCHES & GROUP DISPOSITIONS

PACKAGING

VISIO In visionare models, two (2) personal drawers 
-designed for accommodating personal belongings- 
can be integrated. Dimensions: 13”x7”x4”.

Cajonera integrada

FLAT | ORIG | VISIO  PRISMA electrification kit with 
options for USB, power and Ethernet sockets.

Electrificación personal

ORIG | VISIO  Customizable frontal design, corporati-
ve deco designed in vinyl.

Front customization. 

VISIO  ERGON DESK is the first desk in the market that 
introduces a tilt desktop controlled from the smar-
tphone. Its electric actuator allows an optimal configu-
ration of mobile devices screen height.

Actuated tilt desktop
FLAT | ORIG | VISIO  OgTM Formula 60 wheels with 
movement blocking control.

Wheeled feet



Certified company
Management system and
manufacturing process
Environmentally friendly
UNE-EN ISO 9001
UNE-EN ISO 14001

EUROPE
C/ Bahía de Pollensa, 5
28042 Madrid, SPAIN

AMERICA
814 Hayes Street
94117 CA, San Francisco

CONFIDENTIALITY
AND LEGAL PRIVILEGE:

This brochure and the documents accompanying 
contain legally privileged information. Any disclo-
sure, distribution or taking action in reliance on its 
content is strictly prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, have founded this brochure or 
want to make any question regarding its content, 
please contact us at:
sales@ergondesk.com

All specifications contained in this document are 
subject to change without previous notice. 
Designed by the team of ERGON DESK ®.

Product from:  Manufactured in:

ergondesk.com  All rights reserved. 2017 ERGON DESK ®


